
Don’t be left exposed to email threats. 
Make the secure choice.
As Intel Security exits the email security market, businesses 
large and small find themselves in need of a state-of-the-art 
alternative. Proofpoint delivers an immediate and seamless 
transition to better email security.
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Proofpoint solutions provide:

» Protection from advanced and targeted threats Malware
writers have evolved from sending masses of malicious messages to
focusing on highly targeted campaigns that may often only impact a
handful of companies or individuals. Even widespread attacks, like the
banking Trojans Dridex and Dyre, are now advanced enough to evade
detection by most email gateways and antivirus solutions. Proofpoint
offers effective protection from targeted and advanced attacks with
predictive analysis of suspicious URLs and dynamic sandboxing of
both URLs and attachments.

» Unsurpassed visibility and intelligence
Proofpoint provides granular visibility, not only into email flow, but
into how your organization and your people are being targeted. This
forensic level of detail is combined with context from attacker and
campaign data from across the threat landscape including malicious
email, social media posts, mobile apps and files. This enables our
customers to understand the details of the potential impact of a
threat outbreak.

» Market leading support
Proofpoint customer support is consistently ranked highly; with
customer satisfaction rates at around 95%, and a hyperfocus on our
customers. Dedicated Technical Account Managers are available for
customers that need specialized assistance with their Proofpoint
solution. This technical expertise allows our customer base to feel
secure that, if they should ever need assistance, Proofpoint experts
are always there to help, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, with a deep
understanding of all our product offerings.

» Solutions to fit your business
While Proofpoint can scale to support the largest and most security
conscious organizations in the world, our technology also supports
smaller enterprises. All businesses, regardless of size, are impacted
by similar threats and need the same level of security; however,
Proofpoint understands the different requirements around ease of use
that smaller businesses have.

Why Proofpoint?
Proofpoint has been a leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Secure Email Gateway for 7 consecutive years and is trusted by  
over half of the Fortune 100 to protect their organizations. Proofpoint has a proven capability to not only block malicious email, but also 
effectively stop advanced attacks. Proofpoint solutions are proven to scale from small businesses up to the largest, most security conscious 
organizations in the world.

Industry leading email security
With over 90% of targeted threats starting as an email, protecting 
the leading threat vector has never been more important. Malware, spam and phishing messages are becoming more targeted and therefore 
harder to detect using traditional methods. Thwarting those attacks requires technology that can evolve at the pace of the malware in order 
to keep organizations secure. Rapidly evolving attack techniques utilize both URLs and malicious attachments, and organizations that want 
to remain secure need coverage across all potential threats. This has become a baseline requirement for a modern email security solution.

Ready to Upgrade to Proofpoint? 
McAfee Email Security customers affected by the end-of-life of their email security solution can take advantage  
of special promotional pricing offers to upgrade to Proofpoint today! Regardless of what McAfee Email Security email 
security product you use, or when your subscription expires, you can take advantage of the best pricing to transition 
to Proofpoint and enhance your email security capabilities. 
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McAfee Email Security customers, take advantage of special upgrade pricing when you switch to Proofpoint today! Regardless of what 
McAfee Email Security email security product you currently use, or when it expires, you can get the best pricing to transition to Proofpoint 
and enhance your email security capabilities. 


